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1. Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting describes the use of 3D additive manufacturing techniques aimed to integrate

biological materials, such as cells, growth factors, and other biochemicals and biomaterials, into a multi-layer composite

using high-precision printing technologies that can mimic the structures of target tissues . This allows for the

reproducible automated production of functional living tissues. Bioprinting has garnered continued interest in the

healthcare community for its ability to generate complex biological structures such as organs, blood vessels, and bones,

leading to extraordinary advances in regenerative medicine . Bioprinting technologies have allowed medical scientists

and biomedical engineers to research new treatment modalities in cases where substantial portions of bone and tissue

are removed or destroyed due to a traumatic injury or chemical or radiation exposure. The ability to repair bone using

bioprinting techniques has especially gained attention due to its potential as a “game-changing” treatment to combat the

limited availability of organ donors in the United States . The complications surrounding “bone grafting”, the name given

to procedures that use the transplanted bone to repair and rebuild diseased or damaged bones, have also garnished a

large amount of attention from the biomedical community due to potentially reducing the risk of immunological responses.

Some of the highlighted difficulties are around the problems of absorption and reabsorption of the graft material and the

risk of infection associated with the procedures. To address these problems, different mixtures of cells, scaffold materials,

and bioink materials have been proposed and are being studied further to produce mechanically strong, biocompatible,

and durable graft properties capable of achieving the goals required for bone repair .

2. 3D Bioprinting Processes and Approaches

2.1. Bioink

What is bioink? Bioink is any material composed of cells that are suspended in a media containing additional material for

cell growth, continued cell structure, and ink viscosity to allow for printing. The formulation and subsequent extrusion of a

bioink are undoubtedly one of the most difficult characteristics of the 3D bioprinting process. A well-formulated ink should

create the desired substrate to eventually develop structure while providing the printed cells with nutrients to survive. It is

also important when developing bioink to assure that it can facilitate oxygen transport to the growing cells to allow for

adhesion to the substrate and must be free of cytotoxic compounds to provide the optimal growing environment . Along

with these aspects, the “ink” must be able to absorb O  and nutrients and extrude CO  and waste products, thereby

preventing changes in pH, along with fluid and electrolyte composition in the microenvironment, mimicking the native

tissue in the normal physiological environment.

2.2. Extrusion-Based Bioprinting

Extrusion-based 3D bioprinting is the most common method employed within the field of 3D bioprinting at the present

time. This method employs the release of material through a small needle or needle-like nozzle attached to a reservoir

(typically a syringe of varying volumes) to generate a desired shape by utilization of a bioink, which suspends the printed

cells in a media containing growth factors, cells, and other biochemicals essential to the printing process and that aids in

cell viability before and after printing (Figure 1). Inkjet printing is a low-cost, high-efficiency, and moderately precise
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printing method, basic in its operation, where microdroplets of a liquid bioink are extruded onto specific areas of a

substrate . These printers can also be optimized using computer-aided design (CAD) programs to allow for highly

precise printing, facilitating the ability to print highly specific shapes with a set amount of bioink material.

Figure 1. Schematic of present bioprinting techniques: (A) Inkjet bioprinters use a source of heat to create vapor in the

print head. This vapor generates pressure within the nozzle that forces bioink from the tip. Piezoelectric print heads use

pulses generated through ultrasound or piezoelectric pressure. (B) Extrusion printers use a mechanical dispensing

system, requiring a screw, piston, or pneumatic pressure. (C) Laser bioprinting uses a laser pulse that strikes a point on a

laser-absorbent surface; this surface generates a miniature burst of vapor that drives the biomaterial onto the substrate .

2.3. Laser-Assisted 3D Bioprinting

Laser-assisted bioprinting is one of the newest methods of 3D bioprinting. It involves the layering of a ribbon of glass

oriented parallel to the collecting substrate, a ribbon of laser-focusing material such as gold, and a sheet of hydrogel,

bioink, and biomaterials. The biomaterial is placed above a substrate, the glass and gold sheet are layered on top of this

biomaterial, and once a laser pulse strikes a point on the gold ribbon, it creates a miniature burst of vapor that drives the

biomaterial onto the substrate (Figure 1). Laser printing allows for the construction of more complex biological structures

and complexes using laser technology, which removes any physical stress upon the cells suspended in the bioink .

This process allows for a higher resolution when printing, generating more precise shapes to model the design of the

organ that is being repaired or potentially replaced. Laser-assisted techniques also lack a nozzle, meaning that the

clogging issues found commonly in inkjet and extrusion printers are completely absent. However, laser-assisted

bioprinting is expensive, making it an unfavorable candidate for daily research without spending a lot of funding. Except

for the cost, laser-assisted techniques are vastly superior to inkjet and extrusion printers, and with more printers being

deployed in the future, the costs may be reduced. While printing at a slightly slower rate, laser printers can extrude bioink

with much more dense cell concentrations of up to 10  cells per mL, equating to around a single cell per microdroplet .

In addition to their ability to print a larger volume of cells, laser printers have the highest cell viability of all the printing

techniques, with around 95% viability using this method.

2.4. Hydrogels as Scaffolding for 3D Bioprinting

Recent exploration in bioprinting technologies has focused on scaffold-free printing by further optimizing bioink used to

provide the initial structural and mechanical support for printed cells. Hydrogels are an essential piece of 3D bioprinting as

they provide a 3D structure and proper biochemical environment that can effectively simulate native bone tissue . They

are crosslinked hydrophilic polymers capable of absorbing substantial amounts of water or bioink without dissolving in

them . Hydrogel is widely used with many 3D bioprinting techniques, as it creates an adequate biological environment

for cells to grow. The requirements for a suitable bioink are truly extensive due to biocompatibility issues across a wide

range of cells and other tissue-specific properties, so hydrogels are now generally settled upon as the optimal substrate

for bioprinting . Though the dynamic biochemical characteristics of living tissue differ from the invariable conditions of

hydrogels, it is part of this review to assess the development of hydrogels and discuss some of the modifications aimed at

accommodating the potential flaws of the presently used hydrogel systems. The type of hydrogels used in bioprinting

varies widely depending on the printing technique .
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